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Short-term memory buffers (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; 
Davelaar, Goshen-Gottstein, Ashkenazi, Haarmann, & 
Usher, 2005; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) provide a natu-
ral account of the immediate recency effect—the finding 
that items from the end of the list are better recalled than 
other items. Because the contents of the buffer are rapidly 
displaced by incoming information, buffer models predict 
immediate recency because items from the end of the list 
are more likely to remain activated in the buffer (Atkinson 
& Shiffrin, 1968; Davelaar et al., 2005; Raaijmakers & Shif-
frin, 1980). Buffer models also naturally account for the con-
tiguity effect—the finding that items that are presented close 
together in time become associated to one another. In free 
recall, participants recall the words in the list in whatever 
order they come to mind. The contiguity effect is manifest 
in free recall as an excess of recall transitions between words 
presented close together in the list (Kahana, 1996)—an op-
erationalization of the strength of association. Buffer models 
predict contiguity effects if connections in long-term mem-
ory are built up between items that are simultaneously active 
in the buffer (Kahana, 1996; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980; 
Sirotin, Kimball, & Kahana, 2005). If a contiguity effect is 
caused by a short-term memory buffer, then the range over 
which it is observed constrains the range over which traces 
must remain active in the buffer, and hence, its capacity.

Previous studies have examined recency effects across a 
variety of time scales (e.g., Bjork & Whitten, 1974; Glen-
berg et al., 1980; Howard & Kahana, 1999), suggesting to 
some that a single scale-invariant mechanism accounts for 
recency effects (e.g., Brown, Neath, & Chater, 2007; Neath 
& Brown, 2006). There is considerably less information 
pertaining to contiguity effects across long time scales, 
although Howard and Kahana (1999) observed contiguity 
effects in continuous-distractor free recall when the list 

items were separated by a distractor-filled delay. The goal 
of the present study is to examine recency and contiguity 
at multiple scales.

In this study, we presented participants with multiple 
lists of words for an immediate free recall test. After study 
and recall of 48 lists, subjects were given a surprise final 
free recall (FFR) test. We will evaluate recency at multiple 
scales by comparing within-list recency on the immediate 
free recall test with across-list recency on the FFR test. 
Moreover, during FFR, we can evaluate contiguity effects 
across time scales simultaneously by comparing transi-
tions between items from the same list with transitions 
across different lists.

Method

Lists of 10 items were presented one at a time. Following each list, 
participants performed an immediate free recall test of the most recent 
list. After 48 lists were studied and recalled, participants were presented 
with a surprise FFR test in which they were instructed to remember all 
of the words from all of the lists in any order they came to mind.

Participants
A total of 294 participants participated for course credit in an 

introductory psychology class at Syracuse University.

Materials
Study lists consisted of 10 words from the noun subset of the To-

ronto word pool (Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, & Rubin, 1982).

Procedure
Lists were presented both auditorially and visually under condi-

tions that were designed to discourage rehearsal. For each study 
word, participants were required to press a key in order to indicate 
whether the word was concrete or abstract. If participants did not 
respond within 1,200 msec the computer would buzz and advance to 
the next word. The next word followed after a delay of 500 msec.
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testing (panels C and D). Figure 1A shows the standard 
serial position curve—probability of recall as a function 
of serial position during immediate testing. The lack of 
a substantial primacy effect in Figure 1A is consistent 
with our intent to disrupt rehearsal.1 Figure 1B shows the 
probability that the first word a participant recalled dur-
ing the immediate recall period came from each position 
within the list. The large recency effect extending several 
items at the end of the list is consistent with previous work 
on immediate free recall (see, e.g., Murdock, 1962). If a 
buffer model is responsible for the recency effect, then 
the duration of the recency effect allows us to estimate 
buffer capacity. The capacity of the buffer in immediate 
free recall appears to be at most a few items. Figure 1C 
shows the probability that each item is final free recalled 
as a function of the number of the list in which it was 
presented; Figure 1D shows the probability that the first 
word recalled in the FFR session came from each list. As 
can be seen from both measures, there is a recency effect 
that extends over several lists—a long-term recency ef-
fect (Bjork & Whitten, 1974; Glenberg et al., 1980). Each 
list was separated by approximately 50 sec; thus, the five 
to eight lists that constitute the across-list recency effect 
correspond to tens of items and a delay of several hundred 
seconds—well beyond the capacity that we would esti-
mate from immediate free recall. This result suggests ei-
ther that separate mechanisms account for immediate and 
long-term recency (Davelaar et al., 2005; Raaijmakers, 
1993) or that a common mechanism other than a fixed-
capacity short-term memory buffer is responsible for re-
cency effects over both time scales (Brown et al., 2007; 
Howard & Kahana, 2002).

Although the long-term recency effect has been well 
documented, less is known about contiguity effects over 
long time scales. The results of the within-list CRP analy-
sis of the FFR data are shown in Figure 2B. The fact that 
the curve in Figure 2B peaks around zero demonstrates a 
contiguity effect—given that a participant just recalled a 
word, the next word recalled will tend to be from nearby 
positions within the list. This finding can be taken as 
evidence that an association was formed between nearby 
items in the list.2 Even though the data in Figure 2B were 
collected from FFR rather than from recall of a single list, 
they are very similar to previous findings from single-
trial free recall (Kahana, 1996; Kahana et al., 2002). The 
within-list contiguity effect extended for a few list posi-
tions, as did the immediate recency effect.

In this experiment, however, we also measured a conti-
guity effect across lists by examining transitions between 
words from different lists (see Figure 2A). Figure 2C shows 
the results of an across-list CRP analysis (see Method for 
details). One thing we can note from Figure 2C is that the 
across-list CRP appears to increase with higher values of 
across-list lag (toward the right side of the figure). This 
increase is a manifestation of a recency effect; transitions 
with large values of across-list lag tend to be transitions to 
more recent lists. In addition, there appears to be a peak 
near an across-list lag of zero, indicating an advantage 
for transitions to nearby lists, and suggesting a contiguity 
effect across lists.

The screen remained blank for 500 msec after the last item. Next, a 
row of asterisks was displayed for 400 msec. Simultaneously, an audi-
tory signal instructed participants to free recall the list. Participants 
were given 30 sec for verbal free recall. The total time between the 
initiation of one list and the initiation of the next, which included an 
opportunity to rest between lists, was 49 6 6 sec. Half of the study 
lists contained a repeated item. The other half of the lists were control 
lists, without any repeated items. The effect of repetition on the im-
mediate free recall data is described elsewhere (Howard, Venkatadass, 
Norman, & Kahana, 2007). In this report, lists with repeated items are 
omitted from all analyses that rely on serial position within a list.

At the very end of the session, participants were given 5 min for 
FFR. The delay between the completion of the final list and the be-
ginning of the FFR period included an opportunity for a brief break, 
the time for the participant to notify the experimenter that he or she 
was finished with the main experiment, and verbal instructions for 
the FFR session. The total length of this delay was 250 6 40 sec.

CRP Analyses
In order to measure contiguity effects within and across lists, we 

calculated conditional response probability functions (CRPs; Ka-
hana, 1996; Kahana, Howard, Zaromb, & Wingfield, 2002). The CRP 
measures the probability of a recall transition, taking into account the 
possible transitions between correct items. We computed a within-list 
CRP in order to measure the contiguity effect between items in the 
same list, and an across-list CRP in order to measure the contiguity 
effect between items from different lists. Contiguity within list can 
be measured by calculating within-list lag, the difference between the 
serial positions of successive recalls from the same list. In calculating 
the within-list CRP, we only considered transitions between correct 
recalls in which both items were from the same list (and that list did 
not include repeated items). Following previous work, this calculation 
controls for the number of recall transitions that would be possible 
at a given recall attempt. For instance, if the 9th word in our 10-item 
list had just been recalled, then a lag of 12 would not be possible. A 
numerator and a denominator were retained for each within-list lag. 
The numerator was incremented when a transition of the appropriate 
lag was observed. For each observed transition, the denominator was 
incremented for each possible lag that would have been a correct 
(nonrepeated) recall. We only included participants in these analyses 
who had recalled at least 10 across-list FFR transitions.

We also generalized the CRP to describe associations across lists 
using across-list lag. If a participant recalled a word from List 23, and 
if the next recalled word was presented in List 31, this recall transi-
tion would be associated with an across-list lag of 18. Similarly, if the 
subject recalled a word from List 17 followed by a recall from List 12, 
this would be across-list lag 25. The calculation of the across-list CRP 
followed the methods of the within-list CRP, with a few exceptions. 
Rather than only including pairs of final free recalls from the same 
study list, only pairs that came from different study lists were included. 
In addition, we did not attempt to control for the number of items that 
would be available from a particular list at each output position.

Surrogate data Set
In order to control for nonassociative tendencies that could contrib-

ute to output order in FFR, we constructed a surrogate data set from 
the participants’ FFR protocols. We started with the set of pairs of 
correct FFRs that each participant contributed to the across-list CRP 
analysis. We then shuffled the first and second members of these pairs 
so that no items from the same list were paired with each other and that 
the original pairs were not reconstructed. In the surrogate data set, any 
causal relationship between the sequence of recalled words would be 
disrupted while leaving the marginal probability of recall unaffected.

ReSultS And diSCuSSion

Figure 1 shows the recency effect during immediate 
free recall (panels A and B) and across lists during FFR 
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constructed 10,000 shuffles and reexpressed the observed 
values of across-list CRP as a z score calculated with respect 
to the distribution of values obtained from the surrogate 
data set. The surrogate data set preserves the marginal prob-
ability of recall across lists (and, in fact, all other conceiv-
able stimulus variables) for each participant, but disrupts 
any causal relationship between the pair of items that were 
actually recalled. The discrepancy must be attributable to 
correlated retrieval processes—or an association—between 
the recalled words. The gray line in Figure 2C provides the 
mean value across shuffles; the light gray region provides 
the mean, plus or minus one standard deviation.

Figure 2D shows the z score of the actual across-list 
CRP calculated with respect to the distribution of val-
ues generated from the surrogate data set. Because this 
analysis controls for nonassociative factors—such as the 
recency effect and other constant stimulus selection fac-

There are several artifactual explanations of the apparent 
across-list contiguity effect that need to be ruled out before 
accepting the solid symbols in Figure 2C as evidence for 
genuine temporally defined association across lists. If the 
recency effect persists across all output positions, then both 
members of any pair of recalls will tend to be from the end 
of the list. In this case, we would expect to see an advantage 
for small across-list lags, despite a lack of real association 
between items. Another possibility is that correlated encod-
ing across nearby lists accounts for the peak in Figure 2C. 
Imagine that a participant attends to Lists 20–25 and ignores 
all the others. In this case, we would observe small absolute 
values of across-list lags in the absence of any genuine as-
sociations between items. In order to statistically control 
for these possibilities, we generated a surrogate data set in 
which each pair of recalls that entered into the across-list 
CRP analysis was randomly shuffled (see also Method). We 

Figure 1. the recency effect across time scales. (A) Serial position curve from immediate free recall of control 
lists. (B) Probability of initiating immediate free recall as a function of position within the list. (C) Probability 
of final free recall as a function of list number. (d) Probability of initiating final free recall as a function of list 
number. error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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We quantified the range of across-list associative 
strength using a variety of methods. We will only re-
port the most conservative of these here. We divided the 
across-list lag values into different zones. If the strength of 
associations—that is, the average value of the associative 
z score shown in Figure 2D—decreases from one zone to 

tors—we will refer to the z score as a measure of across-
list association between items. Examination of Figure 2D 
suggests that the strength of the association decreases in 
both the forward and backward directions over about 10 
lists,3 which corresponds to a separation of approximately 
100 other items and about 8 min of time.

Figure 2. the contiguity effect is observed simultaneously across time scales. (A) By examining the order in which words are 
recalled in the final free recall (FFR) test, we can measure temporally defined associations both within a single list and across 
lists. For transitions in which the first and second recalled member are from the same list, we define within-list lag as the differ-
ence in their positions in the original list. Analogously, when a recall transition involves items from different lists, we can assess 
temporally defined associations by measuring the across-list lag of the transition. (B) Conditional probability of FFR transitions 
between members of the same list as a function of the within-list lag between their original presentations. Smooth curves come 
from a loWeSS fit to the data. (C) Conditional probability of FFR transitions between members of different lists as a function 
of across-list lag. the dark gray curve shows the probability generated from a simulated data set in which the pairs of recalled 
items were shuffled. the light gray region gives the mean 6 one standard deviation. (d) the across-list CRP in (C) converted 
to a z score calculated with respect to the distribution of values obtained from the surrogate data set. Smooth curves come from 
a loWeSS fit to the data.
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we observed strikingly similar forms for the within- and 
across-list contiguity effects, despite the fact that the scale 
of the across-list effect was about a factor of 100 greater 
than that for the within-list effect. These findings suggest 
either that different models describe recency and contiguity 
across different time scales (Davelaar et al., 2005; Raaij-
makers, 1993) or that at least some of our assumptions 
about the role of traditional models of working-memory 
maintenance in verbal learning are violated.

Although a previous study reported contiguity effects in 
continuous-distractor free recall (Howard & Kahana, 1999) 
between items separated by 15 sec of interitem distractor, the 
across-list contiguity effect that we observed in this study 
extends the range of contiguity effects by at least an order 
of magnitude. Moreover, the within- and across-list effects 
were observed simultaneously in this study, making it harder 
to attribute contiguity to an artifact of some strategy that 
varies across conditions in continuous-distractor free recall. 
The across-list contiguity effect we observed in the present 
experiment did not appear to show a dramatic asymmetry 
between forward and backward recall transitions. An asym-
metry favoring forward recall transitions has been observed 
previously under a wide variety of conditions at shorter time 
scales (Kahana, Howard, & Polyn, in press).

If different mechanisms are responsible for recency and 
contiguity over different time scales (Davelaar et al., 2005; 
Raaijmakers, 1993), then our findings imply that these 
mechanisms have similar properties. In this case, recency 
and contiguity would be seen as general design principles 
that are advantageous for multiple memory systems to 
implement. It is also possible that a common mechanism 
accounts for recency and contiguity effects over both short 
and long time scales (for a computational neuroscience 
perspective on these issues, see Drew & Abbott, 2006; 
Miller & Wang, 2006). The striking similarity of the func-
tional form of both recency effects (Figure 1) and contigu-
ity effects (Figure 2) across time scales makes the position 
that short- and long-term recency and contiguity effects 
arise from a common mechanism more appealing. In this 
case, the most likely assumption to abandon in order to 
bring buffer models into line with the data is the assump-
tion that the buffer holds information in an all-or-none 
fashion. The temporal context model (TCM; Howard, 
Fotedar, Datey, & Hasselmo, 2005; Howard & Kahana, 
2002) proposes that incoming information is maintained 
by changing the current state of a temporal context vec-
tor. In this view, information decays gracefully instead of 
dropping out precipitously, enabling recency and contigu-
ity effects that can be observed over long periods of time 
(Howard & Kahana, 2002). Although TCM describes the 
maintenance of recent information, it does not include the 
control or executive processes that play such an important 
role in the descriptive power of working memory models 
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley, 1986), so that it 
cannot replace this functionality.
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another, then the range of association must extend at least 
to the start of the more nearly adjacent zone. Our first zone 
consisted of the central 10 values of across-list lag—those 
with an absolute value #5. The second zone consisted of 
the next 20 points, with absolute values of across-list lag 
being .5 and #15. The third zone consisted of the next 
30 values, with absolute value being .15 but #30. We 
calculated the average across-list associative strength for 
each participant over each of the three ranges. We found a 
highly significant advantage for the associations observed 
in the central zone over both the second [t(287) 5 3.80, 
p , .001] and third [t(287) 5 5.54, p , .001] zones. This 
finding provides quantitative confirmation of the obser-
vation that there is a significant advantage in associative 
strength across lists. Moreover, we observed a significant 
advantage for the second zone over the third [t(287) 5 
2.13, p , .04]. This analysis places a lower limit on the 
range of associations at six lists—or about 300 sec—
between items. Even with this conservative estimate, the 
range of the across-list contiguity effect exceeds that ob-
served within list by about a factor of 100.

The formation of associations between items presented 
in different lists seems to require a mechanism to support 
temporally defined associations over long time scales. Per-
haps, however, the items were actually experienced much 
closer together in time than their presentations would sug-
gest. Perhaps items bridge across lists as intrusions. In this 
way, an item from, say, List 10 that was intruded during 
study of List 20 might become associated to the items stud-
ied in List 20 because of the temporal proximity of the 
intrusion to either study or retrieval of the List 20 items. 
Although overall levels of prior-list intrusions were rela-
tively low, as in previous studies (Zaromb et al., 2006), we 
observed a recency effect for prior-list intrusions across 
several lists. We repeated the analyses shown in Figures 
2C and 2D excluding all items that were ever recalled as a 
prior-list intrusion at any time throughout the experiment. 
Doing so eliminated .086 of the final free recalls. The re-
sults with the prior-list intrusions excluded were indistin-
guishable from those reported with the complete data set.

GeneRAl diSCuSSion

Previous authors have described recency and contiguity 
effects as a consequence of persistent activation of item 
representations in a short-term memory buffer that holds a 
discrete number of items in an all-or-none fashion. If this is 
the case, then we should be able to estimate the capacity of 
the buffer by examining the range over which recency and 
contiguity effects are observed. We compared recency ef-
fects within a list in immediate free recall with recency 
effects across lists in final free recall. We observed similar 
functions relating memory to recency across scales; the 
similarity of the probability of first recall curves (Fig-
ures 1B and 1D) was particularly striking, despite the fact 
that the time scale over which recency was observed varied 
by about a factor of 100. We were also able to compare 
contiguity effects within and across lists by calculating lag-
CRP functions describing FFR transitions between words 
from the same list or words presented across lists. Again, 
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noteS

1. As an additional test for evidence of rehearsal, we also examined FFR 
probability as a function of original serial position (not shown). While 
there arguably was some evidence for a slight negative recency effect 
(Craik, 1970), there was no hint of a within-list primacy effect in FFR.

2. Although it is underestimated by the shape of the LOWESS curves, 
there was a reliable asymmetry between within-list lags 11 and 21, 
consistent with previous findings.

3. At extremely large and small across-list lags, the function started to 
increase again. However, there is less data at extreme values of across-
list lag, and these values are less stable. Moreover, it may reflect an edge 
effect related to recalls either to or from the very first or last lists in the 
experiment.
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